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Let MC/*( ) and K*( ) denote the Z2-graded complex cobordism theory and
the complex K-theory respectively. The Thorn homomorphism μc*\ π0(MU)-^
πQ(K) on coefficient groups is identified (up to sign) with the classical Todd
genus Td\ Λ-^Z. We denote by / the ideal of Λ to be the kernel of Td: Λ->Z.

Wolff [7] proved that the decreasing filtration {IqMU*( )} of MU*( ) consists
of cohomology theories defined on the category of based finite CPt^-complexes,
and the associated quotients I9MU*( )[I9+1MU*( ) are determined by the
complex ^-theories KG$( ) with coefficients Gq=I9II9+1.

The purpose of this note is to extend the Wolff's result to the category of
based CW-complexes. Let FqMU be the CPF-spectrum associated with the
cohomology theory IqMU*( ), i.e., {Y, FqMU}*^IqMU*(Y) for any based
finite CW-complex (or finite CPF-spectrum). We show that {FgMU*( )} is a
decreasing filtration of MC7*( ) consisting of Λ-modules so that the associated
quotients are equal to KGf ( ), and in addition that F<I+1MU*( ) is a direct
summand of FqMU*( ).

Moreover we give a tower

MU-> > Q«MU-> Qi^MU-* ••• -> Q0MU=K

of Λft/-module spectra such that KGq^>QqMU-^Qq-^MU is a cofiber sequence
of Mt/-module spectra, which factorizes the Thorn map μc: MΌ^>K.

Baas [3] constructed a tower of CW-spectra

MU -> - -> MU<n> -> MU<n-1> -* ••• ̂  M?7<0> = H

factorizing the Thorn map μ,: MU-*H. In appendix we show that the tower is

of Mt/-module spectra and the sequence Σ2ΛML^</z>--^MC/<w>->Mί7<w--l>
is a cofiber sequence where mXn is the multiplication by xn a ring generator of Λ
with degree 2n.

I. Decreasing filtration of MU*( )

1.1. A pair (E, p) is called a Z2-graded CW-spectrum if E is a CPF-spectrum
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and p: Σ2E-^>E is a homotopy equivalence. Such a pair (E, p) gives rise to
natural isomorphisms

p* : E*(X) - £*+2(*) , p* : £*+2(JQ - E*(X)

for any CW-spectrum X. So we can define Z2-graded homology and cohomology
theories £t( ), E*( ) by putting

For a CW-spectrum E we put

Taking the canonical identifications p: Σ2E-^>E and p: Ί?E^>E as structure

morphisms 1? and JE* admit structures of Z2-graded CίF-spectra respectively.
From definition it follows that

E0(X) * Σ E2n(X) ,

Π ̂ 2rt(^) , E\X) β Π

for all CPF-spectra ^Γ. In particular, the canonical morphism H-* H becomes
a homotopy equivalence for the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum H.

The BC7-spectrum K may be regarded as a Z2-graded CW-spectrum because
it possesses the Bott map β: Σ2K-+K which is a homotopy equivalence.

Denote by Fn the direct sum of n-copies of the integers Z and by F the direct

limit of Fn, i.e., F is a free abelian group with countably many factors. Putting

BUFn = BUx ••• xBUy the product of n-copies of BU,

BUF= \jBUFn , the union of BUFn,

we obtain

Proposition 1. There exists a natural isomorphism

[X,BUF]->KF\X)

for any based connected CW -complex X.

Proof. Let Y be a based connected finite CW-complex. Then we have
a sequence of natural isomorphisms

[F, BUF] <- lim [Y, BUFJ «- lim [Y, BU]®Fn -> limK\Y)®Fn

-+ K°(Y)®F -* KF\Y) .

Therefore the contravariant functor KFQ defined on the category of based con-

nected CW-complexes is represented by BUF (use [1, Addendum 1.5]).
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Proposition 1 implies that BUF is homotopy equivalent to Ω*BUF where
Ωo means the component of the base point in the double loop space. Hence we
have

(1.1) in the BU -spectrum KF with the coefficients F every even term is the based
CW-complex BUF.

1.2. Let us denote by MU the unitary Thorn spectrum and by μc:
the Thorn map which is a ring morphism. The composition

μc\

of VΣ2 Λμc and V βn is a morphism of Z2-graded ring-spectra, called the Z2-

graded Thorn map. As is well known, it is characterized by the coefficient homo-

morphism μc^\ π^(MU)-^πJ(K) which coincides (up to sign) with the classical

Todd genus Td. Putting A.= π^(MU)y π^(K)=Z is viewed as a Z2-graded Λ-

module via μc$=Td and it is written Zτd for emphasis.

Using the kernel / of Td: Λ-»Z we define a decreasing filtration {/*}<^0

consisting of ideals of Λ. Denoting by Gq the associated Z2-graded Λ-module

I*fI*+\ we see easily [7, Satz 3.8] that

(1.2) G0 ̂  ZTd and Gq is a free abeltan group with countably many factors for q^\.

For a Z2-graded Λ-module A we have a decreasing filtration {I9A}q^Q con-

sisting of submodules of A, whose associated Z2-graded Λ-module I"A/Ig+1A
is written Gq(A). Applying the commutative diagram

0 -> Tor£(ZΓrf, A) -> I® A -* A -> ZTd®A -> 0
A Λ

\ I I
0 -* IA -> A^ G0(A) -* 0

with exact rows, we get an isomorphism

(1.3) O,® A Gt®(ZTd®A)
Λ Z Λ Z

by means of "4 lemma".

Proposition 2. Let A be a A-module with Tor^(ZTrf, ^4)^0 for all k ̂ 1.
Then, for every q^>0 both Iq®A-+IqA and Gq®A-*Gq(A) are isomorphisms

and Tor£(/*, ^)-Tor^(G^, A)=Q for allk^l.

Proof. Choose a free Λ-module F such that A is isomorphic to a quotient
F/B. By induction on q we shall show that the sequences

0 -> I B -> I'F-» I9A -> o , 0 -* Gq(B) -> Gq(F) -> G )̂ -> 0

are exact. The <7=0 case is evident because of (1.3). Applying induction
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hypotesis and "3x3 lemma" we find easily that Q^I9B-*I9F-+I<IA-*Q is

exact. So we have a commutative diagram

0 - G,®G0(B) -> Gq®G0(F) - Gg®G0(A) -> 0
z z z

\ \ \

with exact rows. Since all vertical arrows are epimorphisms and in particular
the central one is an isomorphism, all vertical arrows become isomorphisms.
Consequently we get that 0 -> Gq(B] -» Gq(F) -> Gq(A) -* 0 is exact.

Next, we consider the commutative diagrams

0 -> Torft/', ,4 -> 7*®£ -* p(g)F -* /*®24 -* 0

4) -> Ge®JS -» Gq®F -»• G?(g)^ ^ 0
/ A A A

I I I
0 -> G?®G0B - Gβ®G0F -» G?®G0^ί - 0

with exact rows. Remark that Tor£(ZTrf, £)=0 for all ft ̂ 1. By use of "4
lemma" and (1.3) we see that all vertical arrows are isomorphisms, and hence
we obtain the required results.

For a Λ-module A we put/^)=^4//^+1^4 and abbreviate Jg=Jg(A) when
=A. As an immediate corollary of Proposition 2 we have

Corollary 3. Let A be a \-module with Tor£(ZTrf, A) = 0 for all A ^ l .
Jg(A) is an isomorphism and Tor^(/^, A)=0for all k^l.

1.3. Let c5fίΐ7 denote the category of comodules over MU*(MU) which
are finitely presented as Λ-modules. Notice that JW^U is an abelian category
which has enough projectives, and also that MU*(Y) lies in the category c_5ίW
whenever Y is a finite CW-spectrum. Since the functor M->ZTd®M is exact
on tSMFU [5y Example 3.3] it follows immediately that

(1.4) Tor£(ZTrf , M) = 0 /or all k^l if M lies in

Proposition 1 and Corollary 2 combined with (1.4) say that

(1.5) the functors M-*I«M^Iq®M, M-+Gq(M)^Gq®M and
A A

Jg®M on JΛFΌ ore exact.
A

Theorem 1 (WolίF [7]). i) Both I<MU*( ) and MU*( )II9+1MU*( ) are
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homology theories defined on the category of CW-spectra, so that Iq ® MU *(X) ->
A

I«MU*(X)andΛII'1+1®MU*(X)-*MU*(X)II«+1MU*(X) are natural isomor-
Λ

phisms for all CW-spectra X.

ii) IqMU*( )IIq+1MU*( ) is a homology theory defined on the category of

CW-spectra such that there exists a natural isomorphism I«MU*(X)/Ig+1MU*(X)^

KGq*(X)for any CW -spectrum X which is induced by the Z2-graded Thorn map μc.

Proof, i) and the first half of ii) are immediate from (1.5). The latter half
of ii) is also valid because we have a natural isomorphism

Gq(MU*(X)) Gq®MU*(X) Gq®(ZTd®MU*(X)}
Λ

Gq®K*(X) -» KG+(X).
z

Let φ: E*(X)-*F*(X) be a natural transformation for any CW-spectrum
X. According to [1, Addendum 1.5] there exists a morphism/: E-+F inducing

φ, and it is unique up to weak homotopy. The proof in [1] is actually given for

the category of based connected CW-complexes, but it is easily extended to

that of CW-spectra. Such a morphism / is uniquely chosen (up to homotopy)
under the assumption that F°(E) is Hausdorff.

Let E*( ) be a Z2-graded homology theory defined on the category of

CW-spectra, i.e., a homology theory equipped with a natural isomorphism
E*(X)-*E*+2(X) for any CW-spectrum X. Then it gives E a structure of Z2-
graded CW-spectrum. In particular, the induced structure is uniqe if E°(E) is
Hausdorff.

Recall that the Z2-graded CW-spectrum MU is equipped with the canonical
identification p: Σ2MU-^>MU as structure morphism. Since MU\MU) is
Hausdorff (use Proposition 6 below), the Z2-graded CW-spectrum (MU, p) is
characterized only by the Z2-graded homology theory MU*( ).

Denote by FqMU and QqMU the representing spectra of the new homology

theories IQMU*( ) and MU*( )[I9+1MU*( ) respectively, i.e.,

{2*, FqMUAX} , MU*(X)/I'+1MU*(X)^ {Σ*, QqMUΛX}

for any CW-spectrum X. Of course, they are both Z2-graded CH^-spectra.

Then there exist morphisms

*9 **.. . ,-

which induce the canonical morphisms in homology groups, and moreover we

have morphisms
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μq: FqMU -* KGq , vq\ KGq -* QqMU

such that μg*: FqMU*(X)^KGq*(X) and vq*: KGq*(X)-^QqMU*(X) in homo-
logy groups are natural homomorphisms induced by the Z2-graded Thorn map μc.

f q
Lemma 4. Let E-+F-+G be a sequence which satisfies the property that

>0 is a short exact sequence for every CW-spectrum
X. Then it is a cofiber sequence.

Proof. Let Cf be the mapping cone of/ , i.e., E->F->Cf a cofiber
sequence. Then for any CW-spectrum X we have a commutative diagram

0 -> E*(X) - F*

0 ^E*(X) - F*(X) -> G*(X) - 0

with exact rows. Clearly h: Cf->G which induces φ is a homotopy equivalence.

By virtue of Lemma 4 we verify that

(1.6) Fq+lMU-> MU-* QqMUy Fq+ίMU-> FqMU-+KGq and KGq ->
Qq_^MU are all cofiber sequences.

2. Zz-graded Mί7-module spectra

2.1. The inclusion ZdQ induces a natural transformation ch: E*(X)-+
EQ*(X) for any CW-spectrum X, called the Chern-Dold character.

Proposition 5. // ch: E*(X)->EQ*(X) is a monomorphism, then E*(X) is
Hausdorff.

Proof. Since EQ*(X) is always Hausdorff [8, Proposition 4], the result is
immediate.

Let W be a connective CW-spectrum with H*(W) free and assume that

π*(E) is torsion free. Then H*(W; π*(E))-+H*(W\ π*(E)®Q] is a monomor-
phism, and hence the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences for E*(W) and
EQ*(W) collapse. Therefore we get that

(2.1) ch: E*(W)-+EQ*(W) is a monomorphism. (Cf., [8, Lemma 11]).

Applying Proposition 5 we obtain

Proposition 6. Let W be a connective CW-spectrum with H*(W) free. If

π*(E) is torsion free, then E*(W) is Hausdorff.

By means of Proposition 5 we get the following lemmas.
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Lemma 7. Assume that π0(E) is torsion free and πj(E)=Q. Then
E\KGqJ\MU f^ f^MU) and E^Q^MU ΛMU Λ — ΛMU) are Hausdorff and

- ΛM[/)=0.

Proof. Since E2n-\BUGιι Λ Mί/Λ ••• Λ M^^EQ^-^BUo^MU Λ

/\MU)=0 we have a commutative square

E\KGgΛMUΛ - AMU) -> UmE2"(BUGί ΛΛf Λ -

EQ\KGβ A MU Λ - Λ MU) ^lunEQ™(BUG, Λ Mt/Λ - Λ MET)

such that the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms. The left arrow is a mono-
morphism because so is the right one by use of (2.1). Since Theorem 1 implies

that O-^EQ^Q^MU^MU Λ - *MU)^EQ*(QqMU Λ MU Λ - Λ MU)-*
EQ*(KGq /\ MU Λ •" Λ MU)->0 is exact, an induction on # involving "4 lemma"

shows that cA : E\QqMU Λ MC7 Λ — Λ MU) -> EQ\QqMU Λ Jfί7 Λ — Λ ̂ f7) is

a monomorphism. Then we find that E\QqMU Λ Mί7 Λ — Λ MU)^E°(MU Λ

••• /\MU) is a monomorphism because so is EQ°(QgMU /\MU ^ ••• /\MU)
-*EQ°(MU Λ - - - Λ MC7). Therefore (̂ AΓt7 Λ Λ JfCT) -̂  El(Fg+1MU Λ MC7 Λ

••• Λ MZ7) is an epimorphism, and hence E\Fq+lMU Λ ^C7 Λ "* Λ ΛfZ7)=0.

Lemma 8. KG°p(FgMU Λ MC7 Λ — Λ ̂ f7) «^ QPMU\FgMU Λ Λf C7 Λ —
Mf7) ore Hausdorff and KGl

p(FqMU Λ Λfί7 Λ — Λ Λf I/) = QpMU\FgMU Λ Λf C7

Proof. Putting X=FqMU /\ MU ^ ••• Λ j|fϊ7, we note by Theorem 1 i) that
K0(X) is free and jK"1(^Γ)=0. Applying the universal coefficient sequence

0 -> Ext .̂,^), G^) -> ^G*(^Γ) - Hom(^μΓ), G^) -> 0

for .K (see [9, (3.1)]) we get immediately that ch: KGΰ

p(X)-*KGp®Q°(X)
is a monomorphism and KGP(X) = 0. By induction on p we obtain that
<Λ: QpMU\X)-+QpMUQ\X) is a monomorphism and QPMU\X)=0 because

o is exact.

Assume that π*(E) is free and of finite type and put again X=FqMU Λ
' /\MU. Using the universal coefficient sequence for E [9, (1.8)] we

have a commutative diagram

0 -> Ext(*-ι(*), Z) - S*(X) -> Hom(E^(^), Z) - 0

Λ I I A I
0 -> Ext^.^), ρ) -> ^ρ*(X) - Hom(E*(-X), 0) - 0

with exact rows where E is the dual of E constructed in [9]. Note that π*(E) is
free and hence so is E*(X). Then the central arrow becomes a monomorphism.
Considering the commutative square
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E'(X) - Π E*(X)

EQ\X) -> Π EQ\X)

in which the upper arrow is an isomorphism, we find that the left one is a
monomorphism. Thus we get that

(2.2) E\FqMU Λ ΛfU Λ - Λ MU) is Hausdorff.

Let MU denote the mapping cone of the canonical morphism MU->MU.

Since Π^/Σ^"* Π £?/Σ£? *s a monomorphism we remark that

(2.3) π0(MU) = Π τr2Λ(Mt/)/Σ π2n(MU) is torsion free and π^MU) = 0 ,

(see [4, Exercise IV 20]). Then MU has a unique structure of Z2-graded

CW-spectrum so that the cofiber sequence MU-+MU-+MU is of Z2-graded
CW-spectra.

Lemma 9. FpMU\FqMU Λ MU Λ Λ MU) is Hausdorff and
FpMUl(FqMU ΛMU Λ - ΛΛfZ7)=0

Proof. We put X=F^MU/^MUΛ ••• ΛM?7. From Lemma 7 it follows
that FPMU1(X)=0. In the sequence

FPMU\X) -> MU°(X) -* MU\X)

the former arrow is a monomorphism because of Lemma 8 and the latter one
is so by means of (2.3) and Lemma 7. Thus the above composition is a mono-

morphism. On the other hand, (2.2) says that MU\X) is Hausdorff. So we
get the remaining result.

2.2. Since FgMU\FQMU) and QqMU\QqMU) are both Hausdorff, we
verify that

(2.4) the Z2-graded homology theories IqMU*( ) and MU*( )II9+1MU*( ) give

FqMU and QqMU unique structures of Z2-graded CW-spectra respectively.

Moreover, by virtue of Lemmas 7, 8 and 9 we see that

FqMU, ιq: Fg+1MU -* MU, μq\
( ' ' jq: QqMU-*Qq_,MU, πq: MU -> QqMU, vq: KGq-*QqMU

are uniquely determined (up to homotopy), which induce the canonical
morphisms in homology groups. In particular, the composition Lq-^iq is homo-
topic to iq andjq πq is so to πq-^
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Consider the diagram

consisting of cofiber sequences. With an application of Verdier's lemma (see
[2, Lemma 6.8]) we get a cofiber sequence KGq->QqMU-*Qq^MU-+?<KGq

(denoted by dotted arrows in the above diagram) which makes the diagram
homotopy commutative. Clearly this yields the canonical exact sequence

Q. By uniqueness of vq, jq the

above cofiber sequence coincides with KGq-ίQqMU ^>Qq

The multiplication φ: MU/\MU-*MU gives rise to natural Z2-graded
homomorphisms

mq: FqMUt(X}®MUι(Y) -> FqMU^(X Λ Y)

mq: Q«MUs(X)®MUs(Y)-*QqMUs(XΛY)

for all CW-spectra X and Y. By use of Lemmas 7 and 9 there exist unique
pairings

φq: FqMU A MU -+ FqMU , φq: QqMUΛMU^QqMU

which induce the above mq and mq respectively. Then it follows that

(2.6) both FqMU and QqMU are (associative) Z2-graded MU-module spectra.

Proposition 10. Let M be a Z2-graded ring spectrum, E, F and G Z2-graded
M-module spectra and E^F-^G a cofiber sequence. Assume that E°(E),
E\E^M), G\F) and G°(FΛM) are Hausdorff, or that F°(E), F°(E Λ Af), G°(G)
and G\G Λ M) are Hausdorff. If for any CW-spectrum X 0 -> E£X) -> F£X) -*
G$(X) -> 0 is a short exact sequence of Z2-graded Mt( )-modulesy then the cofiber
sequence E-^F-^G is of Z2-graded M-module spectra.

Proof. Assuming that F\E), F°(EΛM), G\G) and G°(GΛM) are Haus-
dorίf, we consider the diagrams

Σ2£->Σ2F->Σ2G-Σ3£ E^M-*FAM^GA

I i I I i I I
E -> F -> G ->Ί,E E -* F -> G
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with cofiber sequences. Under the first two assumptions two left squares
become homotopy commutative because they induce the Z2-graded homomor-
phism E$( )— >F#( ) of M%( )-modules. Therefore there exist morphisms
Σ2G-^Gand G/\M^*G which make the above diagrams into morphisms of
cofiber sequences. As is easily cheked, they give G#( ) a structre of Z2-graded
M#( )-module, which coincides with the original one. So, using the remaining

assumptions again we see that the above morphisms are homotopic to the given
ones respectively. Consequently the cofiber sequence E->F-+G becomes the
required one.

Another case is similarly proved.

The ring spectrum K may be regarded as a Z2-graded Mt/-module
spectrum via the Z2-graded Thorn map μc: MU-+K.

Applying Proposition 10 to three cofiber sequences of (1.6) we get

Theorem 2. The sequences Fq+1MU->MU-+QqMU, Fq+lMU-+FqMU->
KGq and KGq -» QqMU-+ Qq^MU are cofiber sequences of Z2-graded MU -module
spectra.

Proof. The assumptions needed in Proposition 10 are satisfied by Lemmas
7,8 and 9.

As a result we have a tower

(2.7) MU -> - -> QqMU -> Qq-,MU -> ---- > Q0MU = K

of Z2-graded Mt/-module spectra such that KGq-^QqMU-^Qq_^MU is a
cofiber sequence, which factorizes the Z2-graded Thorn map μc: MU-*K.

2.3. Here we extend the Wolff's result to the case of based CW-complexes.

Proposition 11. There exists an (unstable] natural homomorphίsm

Φq: KG*(X) -> FQMU*(X)

for any based CW -complex X, which satisfies the equality that μg* Φg=Ίd.

Proof. We may assume that X is connected. Let /: BUGq->KGq be the
inclusion. Then we can choose a morphism cq: B UGq -> FqMU such that / i s
homotopic to the composition μq cgj because Fq+lMUl(BUG^=Q. In the com-
mutative diagram

[X, BUGq} -l {X, BUGq} {X, KGg} =
c«*\ t μ ϊ*

{X, FqMU} = F9MU\X)
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the composition ι* J0 is an isomorphism because of Proposition 2 (see [6, Theo-

rem 14.5]). So we put that Φ^=^* %/0 (ί'* /o)~1

REMARK. If Φq is stable, then we have a natural split exact sequence

0 -» F<+ίMU*(X) -> FqMU*(X) -> KG\(X) -> 0

for every CW-spectrum X. Therefore FgMU becomes homotopy equivalent to
the wedge Fg+lMU\/KGg. However H*(FqMU) is a free abelian group and
H*(KGg) is a £)-module. This is a contradiction.

We now obtain our main result.

Theorem 3. For any based CW-complex X the natural sequences

0 -> Fg+lMU*(X) -> FqMU\X) -> KG*(X) -> 0

0 -* jfiΓGJί-Y) -> ρ,AΓE7*(-Y) -» ρ^Λf Z7*(.X) -> 0

o/ Z2-graded A-modules are split exact.

Proof. The first case is immediate from Proposition 11. On the other

hand, a diagram chase shows that the second sequence is exact for any based
CW-complex X and hence it is split.

Appendix

Recall that MU is a ring spectrum with coefficients Λ*=Z[xly ••-,#„, •••]
where deg xn= 2n. By killing certain bordism classes Baas [3] constructed
homology theories MU<(ny*( ) with coefficient π*(MU<ny)=A*/(xn+ί, •••),
whose representing spectrum we denote by MU^ny. MU(ny*( ) is an (asso-
ciative) MU*( )-module, thus there exists a natural homomorphism

mn: MU*(X)®MU<n>*(Y) -+ MU<n>*(X Λ Y)

for any CW-spectra X and Y. This gives us a pairing

by which the above mn is induced.
An easy computation shows that M U<nyZIZ2k~\MU ^ ••• Λ MC/Λ

=0 because 7Γ2/+1(MC/<w»=0 for all /. Then [8, Theorem 1] says that

(A.I) MU<ny2k(MU^ ••• Λ MU A MU<my) is Hausdorff (see also [9, Corollary

13]).

Hence φ< )̂> is uniquely determined (up to homotopy) and moreover

(A.2) MU<(ny is an (associative) MU-module spectrum.
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An important relationship between Mt7<w>*( ) and MUζn— !>*( ) is
given in the form of a natural exact sequence

of MU*( )-modules where xn denotes the multiplication by xn. Because of
(A.I) there exists a unique morphism rn: MU<(ny-*MU(n— 1> of Mt/-module

spectra whose induced homomorphism is the above tn. On the other hand, the

composition

»,.: i

is characterized by the above multiplication xn.

f g
Lemma A. Let E-+F-+G be a sequence of CW-spectra such that the com-

position g f is homotopίc to the zero. I/O -> π*(E)-+ π*(F) -> τr*(G) -> 0 is exact,
then E-+F-+G is a cofiber sequence. (Cf., Lemma 4).

Proof. Let Cf be the mapping cone of/: E-+F. Then g: F^G admits

a factorization F-+Cf-*G. Considering the commutative diagram

n / π\ / TJI\ //^ι \ r\

IA*
0 —> 7ΐ%(E) —> TΓϊjί(jF) —> 7

with exact rows, we see easily that h: Cf-*G is a homotopy equivalence.

Using (A.I) the composition τn mXu becomes homotopic to the zero. We

get therefore that

(A.3) Σ2MMt/<n> — >̂ MU<ny -̂ > MU<n-1> w a cofiber sequence.
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